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Mermaid Lake Field Trip  

By Emily John and Griffin MacDonell  

This year our 7th grade field trip is Mermaid Lake. Some of you may think               

we are going to a literal lake and swimming with the fish. Well, you are               

wrong because Mermaid Lake is not even a lake at all! Mermaid Lake is a               

nice country club with a huge pool, games, basketball courts, and more! So,             

if swimming is not really your forte, no need to worry. There is plenty more               

for you to do. The trip is also a great way to connect and spend time with                 

your friends that were not in your classes this year and you haven’t spent              

much time with. Another thing is if you have been concerned about lunch             

for the trip there's no need to worry anymore because Mermaid Lake has             

food for you! Some options are hot dogs, hamburgers, veggie burgers (and            

toppings), chips, pretzels, soda, and even ice cream! But if you are not             

interested in these options, it's okay because you are still allowed to bring             

your own food. Mermaid Lake will be a fun time with your friends and              

teachers and we believe it will be an experience that everyone will            

remember. 

 

 

Best Songs for Summer By Mrs. Snelling 

“Summertime” by DJ Jazzy Jeff and the 

Fresh Prince (1991) 

“Summer in the City” by the Lovin’ 

Spoonful (1966) 

“Summertime” by Ella Fitzgerald and 

Louis Armstrong (1957) 

"Summer Breeze” by Seals and Crofts 

(1972) 

“The Boys of Summer” by Don Henley 

(1984) 

“Summertime Blues” by Eddie Cochran 

(1958) 

“Cruel Summer” by Bananarama (1983) 

“Hot Fun in the Summertime” by Sly and 

the Family Stone (1969) 

"Lovely Day" by Bill Withers (1977) 

“School’s Out for Summer” by Alice 

Cooper (1972) 

 
Mrs. Snelling’s favorite - “Phineas and Ferb Theme Song” plus Phineas and Ferb “Summer” 
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Thank you to the dedicated staff members who helped create          

Scoop all year. I really appreciate the time and skill you shared.            

Mrs. S 
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Social Studies By Conor Neal 

In the third period we learned about Europe; mostly about World War One, 1914-1918,              

and World War Two, 1938-1945. We learned about Canada and Mexico too. We learned              

about Aztecs and Mayans in Mexico and Mounties in Canada.  

 

Science in the Third Marking Period By Griffin MacDonell  

In science students learned about new types of futuristic medicine to try to help heal               

genetic diseases. Using DNA and different types of cells some genetic diseases could be              

cured. We also learned about cloning and how it's possible. Think about cloning yourself or               

your friends. We learned how cloning could even help help people that need organ              

replacements. Cloning could even bring back the dinosaurs. Finally we did a lab where we               

cut off the heads of planarian worms to watch them regenerate.  

 

Math By Nathan DeDominic 

In the third quarter of math we went through Chapters 7-9. We learned about geometric               

figures, measuring figures, and probability.There were multiple vocabulary quizzes as well           

and a test for each chapter.  

 

The Great Penny Debate 2019 By Griffin MacDonell 

In 2019, the students of Mr Ridgeway’s classes participated in a penny debate. The battle               

was between the parties of Keep the Penny or Abolish the Penny. The debates all went                

smoothly and the winners and losers had a nice lunch prepared by the hospitality groups.               

The only problem that emerged was in the 5th period class. Everyone ate so much food                

that they barely ate lunch. Luckily no one got sick and everyone had fun.  

 

 

Algebra By Nanditha Paila 

In Marking Period 3, algebra classes were learning about exponential multiplication and 

division. Although this chapter was complicated, the students persisted and worked hard 

to maintain their good grades. We also continued with data and analysis which we had 

previously reviewed earlier in the year. In algebra, for the majority of the marking period, 

we were on Chapters 10 and 9. We also worked with generic rectangles, diamond 

problems, and used the elimination method to simplify complex fractions. Algebra in the 

third marking period was complicated, like the rest, however we put all our effort in, 

studied hard, and managed to get excellent grades at the same time. The Keystones are 

coming up and all the algebra classes are preparing for them. The Keystones are a vital 

part of graduation. We have been completing worksheet after worksheet preparing for the 

big exams. Algebra has been difficult but it has been enjoyable with our teachers Mrs. 

Bower and Mrs. McCloskey. I feel like algebra has been very rewarding and I am glad I 

took the course. 
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Student Government By Max Wolfe 

Throughout the year, student government has        Student Government Officers 

hosted events, raised awareness for charities, Tarneet Singh - President 

and found out who the Turkiest Teacher is. With Max Wolfe - Vice President 

the school year coming to a close, we have at Emma Lorch - Treasurer 

least one more event planned. To prepare Lindsay DiGuiseppe- Secretary 

ourselves, let’s do a year in review. The year 

started out strong with a handful of students making it into the club. We then had an                 

internal election (results listed above), and went straight to work. The first event hosted              

by student government was the charity Turkiest Teacher. We raised money for a local              

food bank, and crowned Mr. D’Orazio as this year’s Turkiest Teacher. The next planned              

event was the Multicultural Thanksgiving, but that was cancelled due to weather issues.             

To replace the event, we had a movie night, which was a huge success. The event                

featured a movie, Jumanji, along with popcorn, water, and a few games to play. After               

movie night, student government participated in the collection for the Leukemia and            

Lymphoma Society, along with Aevidum, Friends in the Community, and Builders Club. To             

close off the year, we are planning to host one more event, and promise it will be an                  

enjoyable one. 

 

Concert Band By Griffin MacDonell and Conor Neal  

With only four more weeks until the concert, the band must practice as hard as they can                 

to be the very best, like no band ever was. Everyone must play as hard as they can to                   

prepare for their concert. The upcoming concert is the first time the band will actually be                

judged, and they have a chance to win a trophy or medal. There is no time for anyone to                   

be failing a note or dropping a drumstick. With a friend from the orchestra, the band is                 

nearly ready for the spring concert. It's almost time to load up the buses and head off to                  

Six Flags America. Will the marching band make their deadline? They are almost ready              

and we can nearly hear the band now. Macdonell is unhappy that Marching band hasn’t               

happen in the spring time yet. After writing this weeks ago we just find out is Marching                 

band is May 2, 2019. (I steal a lot of MacDonell’s drumsticks - CN) 

 

Orchestra: A Year In Review By Max Wolfe 

Over the course of the year, orchestra has participated in many events, and is ending the                

year on a high note with a trip to Six Flags in Washington D.C. At the start of the year,                    

orchestra performed in the Winter Concert. They then went on to participate in String              

Fest, perform at a veterans’ center, and delight the audience at the Spring Concert. They               

are now going to end this successful year with a competition at Six Flags in Washington                

D.C. 
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Baseball By Max Wolfe 

This year, baseball is one of the more popular sports. I asked my friend Miguel Alvarez for                 

the inside scoop. There are two teams, Gold and Blue. Miguel is on Gold, which is coached                 

by Mr. Terry, while Mr. D’Orazio coaches Blue. The two teams practice together, and both               

are full of talent. They both started off their seasons with a win, with Blue playing Arcola                 

and Gold playing Phoenixville. Needless to say, both team should have high hopes for              

their upcoming seasons. 

The baseball team members are Miguel Alvarez, Brendan Babore, Andrew Billetta, Colby            

Bougon, Luke Caccavo, Michael Cadden, Chase Calvarese, Ryan Cecconi, Tyler Collons,           

Nick Conforti, Charlie Doyle, Jayson Ehrhart, Nick Flores, Dustin Flynn, Ryan Greives,            

Chase Houck, Aiden Kalish, Austin Ludwig, Andrew McNelly, Joseph Pizzica, Ethan Reimer,            

James Rigenbach, David Ruckman, Micah Seitzinger, Alex Stead, Evan Strzeminski, Brett           

Wescott, and Jackson Wowak. 

 

National Parks: A Gateway Into Nature  

By Max Wolfe 

Every summer, my family and I visit a national park. So far we have been to Yosemite                 

(California), Shenandoah (Virginia), Denali (Alaska), and the Muir Woods National Forest           

(California). When we go to the parks, we usually spend two or three days in the park as                  

a stop on the way to a vacation. We are also planning to go on a multiple parks trip in the                     

western US next summer, going to parks like Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon. No              

matter which national park I go to, I know that I will be rewarded with beautiful scenery,                 

breathtaking views, amazing landforms, and an active ecosystem full of special animals.            

The best part about the parks is that all of the parks are different, so you can stay                  

entertained visiting all of the parks you desire. 

 

App Review: Star Wars Commander  

By Griffin MacDonell  

The app Star Wars Commander is a fun base building game where you must upgrade your                

way to the top. Upgrade buildings with your trusty droids, choose your side, and defeat               

your enemies. Follow the footsteps of Darth Vader and take over the universe, or unlock               

your true potential and use the force to become a jedi master. Build your army by                

upgrading and unlocking special units. Summon heroes like Han Solo or a Royal             

Magnaguard to help do major damage. Travel to different planets to unlock more             

upgrades like the snowtrooper or rebel pathfinder. Enjoy special holiday units every year,             

like the zombie stormtrooper or the Christmas rebel trooper. Join squads and start wars.              

Use air strikes to do even more damage. Go through the story and help your old friend                 

Sponza with his debts. Get Star Wars Commander and help fight for what you believe in.  
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Schooled  By Emily John 

The ABC show, The Goldbergs, has hit America by storm with its funny plot and great                

characters. The show is inspired by the maker of the show Adam Goldberg’s life.              

Everything takes place in the 1980s, so things are not quiet like how things are now. One                 

of the characters, Lainey Lewis, dreams about being a rockstar and decides to leave              

Jenkintown and The Goldbergs.  

Then the new show Schooled takes place in the 1990s where Lainey is still trying to make                 

her dreams come true. But things are not going as planned, so her dad forces her to get a                   

real job. Lainey cannot find anything until she comes across a wanted ad for a music                

teacher at her old school, William Penn Academy. She gets the job soon after and is not                 

your typical teacher. When she arrives, everyone thinks she is still her immature self. She               

does not fit in at all. So what does Lainey do? Well, I guess you will have to watch the                    

show to find out. So, if you are a Goldbergs fan like me, I highly recommend you watch it.                   

Both shows have been renewed for next season! 

 

Feature Video: Humans Need Not Apply 

By Dustin Campbell-Waldeck 

Humans Need Not Apply is a YouTube video uploaded by CGP Grey. It was uploaded on                

August 13, 2014. The video is exactly 15 minutes long and is split up into 7 categories. It                  

was very well received. With 1,158,790 views, 237k likes, and 4.5k dislikes.  

The Plot 

Humans Need Not Apply is a video essay about how robots will soon TAKE OVER THE                

WORLD!!! Well, not exactly. The video is mostly about how robots are slowly on the way                

to steal everyone’s jobs. The term “Humans Need Not Apply” refers to humans not being               

needed in a world that is solely controlled by robots. The video shows all of the                

enhancements that science is making in the robotics department. Robots are slowly being             

able to do more things that humans are doing. Take self-driving cars for example, people               

who have taxi, Uber, or Lyft jobs can’t get business. If people don’t have jobs, they can’t                 

make money. No money + capitalism = Poverty. Imagine the middle class being             

completely ridden with poverty! 

The Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pq-S557XQU  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pq-S557XQU
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T.V. Series Supernatural  By Mackenzie Walters 

The main character of this series is Sam Winchester who is played by Jared Padalecki.               

Sam has a brother, Dean Winchester, played by Jensen Ackles. They have adventures             

throughout the world - saving people, killing demons, Leviathans, Jefferson Starships,           

Sirens, Shi Souleaters, and etc. They have friends that help them rescue people from              

monsters, for instance, Castiel (Angel) who is Misha Collins, then there's Bobby Singer (              

“adoptive” father). Sam and Dean’s real father was John Winchester who is Jeffrey             

Morgan. But John was never there to look after Sam and Dean. The TV Supernatural               

series is ending with the 15th season which is pretty soon.  

There is a crossroad demon named Crowley who is played by Mark Sheppard. In season 7,                

Crowley and Castiel work together to save the world. Sam and Dean go on this mission to                 

find a sword to make all the Leviathans disappear from the world. The Leviathans put this                

kind of ingredient in all of the foods. Even though the Leviathans are saving people from                

diseases and cancer, they are making people eat their own kind, which is cannibalism. 

 

 

Review: Fighting with My Family (Spoilers Of 

Course) By Conor Neal  

The Fighting with My Family movie was a great success in movie theatres earning              

$35,817,062. In my opinion, Fighting with My Family was way over hyped for what they               

produced. The movie’s gimmick was a travel back in time to view Paige’s life and her                

journey to the World Wrestling Entertainment show. The World Wrestling Entertainment is            

a fixed (not fake) show that no one should get hurt. The beginning is shown with Paige                 

and her brother Zac training people in the AWA, her brother’s training for wrestling camp.               

There is basically nothing to talk about in the beginning of the movie - it’s pretty boring.                 

In the middle of the movie, Zac does not make into NXT. Zac stops AWA for awhile. Then                  

later Paige does not want to go to the WWE. Zac gets mad at this and slams her three                   

times and almost snaps her neck. Zac gets drunk and starts a bar fight, his dad stops this                  

and takes him home to explain himself. Zac says that he does not want his sister to quit                  

and not do WWE. Of course she makes it but the rest is extremely boring. So I rate it 2.5                    

out of 5. The story was nice but there was nothing to appreciate, other then the fun facts                  

at the end of the movie. 
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Best Days of Seventh Grade By Conor Neal and Harkrit Sandu 

 

Mrs. Snelling says the best day of seventh grade, “Is when she sees the new kids for the                  

first time.”  

Emily says, “The best days of seventh grade are the days you make a new friend.”  

Griffin says, “The best days of seventh grade are when we celebrate people.”  

Nathan says that his favorite part of seventh grade is “The day he joined newspaper club                

because it had such a impact it had on him.”  

Conor’s best day in seventh grade was “when he met all of his great teachers.”  

Harkrit’s best day of school is “when the music students went to Six Flags for a concert in                  

wifi buses.”  

Some other kids say that the freedom and lockers are improvements to walking in lines               

and having small cubbies that are not private. 

Anakita said the best day of seventh grade is “Everyday with Mrs. Bower in Math class.” 

Most of reading club thinks the best day of seventh day is “when they have freedom” 

Nandu says “Everyday beats everyday, so everyday is the best day.” 

 

 

Best of luck to everyone in 8th
 Grade! Stay Gold! 


